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Abstract

A method for finding protein folds consistent with
secondary strtcture ossignments anil imposetl erper-
imental reslraints is described. AII possible matches
between the query pattern and eaery member of o
database of protein stractural ilomains are generated
bg a comporison of secondory strtrcture assignmenls.
The comparison allows for er-rors in predicted, second-
ary strrcture elements and possible uariations between
query and database structure. Seoeral filters rernoae
matches that are un-cornpact, thet haue poor p sheet
bonding, that do not allow loop/turn lengths to bridge
the distance between connecled secondary structures,
or that fail to satisfy imposed erperimental reslraints
(".g. disulphide bonds). The rernaining matches
proaide a set of plausible lopologtes for a protein of
unknown strtcture, which can be mspected aisually or
tested by erperiment. A search asing the src homology
2 domain prediction finds 1S posable topologies, one
being a domain from the E. coli bio protem known to
adopt an SHZ fold. The use antl deaelopment of the
method are discussed.

1 Introduction

Two of the biggest advances in protein structure pre_
diction over the last decade have been improvements
to secondary structure prediction accuracy, through
the use of multiple sequence alignment and techniques
such as neural networks (see references 1 & 2 for re_
views) and the ability to to a.ssess the fitness of a pro.
tein sequence to a three-dimensional (3D) structure
(fold recognition; see references 3 & 4 for reviews).
The former has made fairly accurate secondary struc_
ture assignments available for proteins prior to 3D
structure determination, whereas the latter has sug_
gested possible folds for more proteins than *". p.._
viously possible by the comparison of sequence.

Both of these recent advances have their limita_
tions. Not only does secondary structure prediction
from multiple sequence alignment require several quite
different sequences to provide an accurate prediction,
but it is also only able to predict the core secondarv
structures for a family of proteins with confidence.
Regions outside this core, which are variable in the
protein sequence family, are not readily predictable.
Moreover, even when the number, type and location
of secondary structures is predicted correctly, vari_
ation in the ends ofhelices and strands is to be expec_
ted between predicted and experimental structures, or
even between different experimentally determined BD
structures for proteins of the same family [b].

Protein fold recognition also has its limits. protein
3D structure comparison (see reference [6] for a re_
view) has found many examples of proteins adopting
similar 3D folds despite no apparent sequence similar_
ity (e.g. refs 7, 8 & 9). Comparisons have shown that
many protein 3D structural similarities are slight, re_
quiring the insertion/deletion of one or more second_
ary structure elements for correct alignment, and hav_
ing large variations in the packing orientations of the
core secondary structures. An example is shown in
Figure 1. The structures of an Immunoglobulin (Ig)
light chain variable domain and the N-terminal dJ
main from haemocyanin are shown in a similar orienta_
tion. Although the sequence, function and much of the
3D structure for these two proteins is very different,
they share a common core of 9 secondary structure
elements (out of a possible i2). Despite having only
two identical residues within this core, b1 C" uto*,
can be superimposed with an RMS deviation of 2.2
A. The lack of amino acid sequence similaritl., two
very large insertions (2g and 26 residues) in haemo_
cyanin relative to the Ig domain, the difference in the
lengths of many secondary structures, and differences
in the residue-residue interactions that stabilise these
two structures [10, 11] presents a great test ofeven the
most robust methods.
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It has been estimated that 70Yo of. proteins of un-
known 3D structure will adopt a fold similar to at
least one protein of known structure [6]. However,
since similar protein 3D structures often have little in
common apart from their core secondary structures

[11], current fold recognition methods may fail to de-
tect many 3D structural similarities (e.9. Figure 1)
prior to experimental structure determination.

c

lrnunoglobslln Dqnrln

Figure 1 Example of 3D structural similarity deepite no ee-

quence or functional similarity. a) Mouse Ig light chain variable

domain (PDB code 2FBJ-L, residuee 1-108); b) Lobster haemocy-

anin (tHCl, residuee 409-653) Equivalent regione [13] are shown

in ribbon form; unequrvalent regrone as Co trace

The recent improvements in protein secondary
structure prediction provide a means to overcome the
potential problems with the cunent methods of pro-
tein fold recognition. If the only thing necessarily
common to similar protein 3D structures is the ar-
rangement of secondary structures in space, and if
accurate secondary structures are readily available
(either by prediction or NMR) then a search for plaus-
ible arrangements of the secondary structures within
known 3D structures, is likely to be the most success-
ful strategy for fold recognition. To be successful, a
strategy for finding such topological matches must al-
low for the following:

1) Variation in the ends of helices and strands, since
secondary structure prediction may not predict these
accurately.

2) The deletion of one or more entire secondary
structure elements from the predicted secondary struc-
ture. This would allow for wrongly predicted second-
ary structure elements.

3) The deletion of one or more entire secondary
structure elements from database structures, since
alignment based structure prediction can not predict
secondary structures outside the conserved core ofthe
family of proteins correctly, and since many weak sim-
ilarities of 3D structures will have the insertion of one
or more secondary structures (e.g. see Figure 1; or ref.
14), or even of whole domains (e.g. ref. 15).

Due to algorithmic problems, or an extcnsive need for
computer time, current methods of protein fold de.
tection are likely to encounter problems dealing with
requirements 2 and 3.

Sheridan el al. described a method for generating
plausible folds from a residue-by- residue secondary
structure prediction [16]. They described a simple sec-
ondary structure assignment 'mutation' matrix and
used dynamic programming to find the best match
between a predicted and observed string of secondary
structures assignments. Spatial requirements were irn-
posed on loops so that predicted coil regions were al-
ways able to bridge the distance required in the match.
In addition, they removed any structures that were
not compact or had poor p strand hydrogen bonding.
Although their method was able to find possible tem-
plates for modelling a predicted a/p protein from oth-
ers having no apparent sequence similarity, it is likely
to be limited by the use of residue-by-residue com-
parisons and dynamic programing. Proteins having
similar 3D structures despite no sequence similarity
often have secondary structures with drastically differ-
ent lengths, suggesting that residue-by-residue com-
parisons of predicted and experimental structures may
not provide accurate alignments. Accurate alignment
of distantly related protein structures may also require
the deletion/insertion of entire secondary structures,
which would involve large gaps in the alignment of the
two sequences. The use of dynamic programming fa-
vours alignments having few gaps, and is thus likely
to miss similarities such as that shown in Figure 1.

In this paper, we present a method for finding
protein topologies that are consistent with predicted
or NMR secondary structure assignments and with
experimental information available for a prot€in or
protein family. A query set of secondary structures
and restraints is used to search a database of pro-
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tein domains. All possible matches of secondary struc-
tures are generated, allowingfor deletions of secondary
structural elements both from the query pattern and
from the database structure. These initial matches are
then filtered by a series of structural criteria and ex-
perimental restraints (e.g. disulphide bonds, residues
in the active site, etc.) to arrive at a collection ofreas-
onable topologies consistent with experimental obser-
vations. The method is demonstrated by the search
for topologies consistent with the prediction of the src
homology 2 (SH2) domain [17], and is shown to be a
powerful means for suggesting plausible protein folds
in advance of experimental 3D structure determina-
tion.

2 Methods

A more detailed description and evaluation of the
method described here will be published elsewhere.
The purpose of this paper is to give a general overview
of the method, and to discuss the more computation-
ally novel ideas in some detail.

2.I Database of protein domains

A database of unique three-dimensional structural do-
mains was obtained from the Brookhaven Protein
Databank [18]. Starting with 2048 separate chains, all
sequences were compared to check for identities over
their entire lengths (i.e. to remove binding studies,
or duplicate structures). This left 930 non-identical
chains, which were then compared using a variant
of the Smith Waterman Dynamic Programming al-
gorithm [19, 20]. 397 unique protein domains re-
mained in the final database.

The database contains several lower quality struc-
tures (i.e. NMR, EM structures, low resolution X-
ray structures, structures having only Co atoms, etc.).
During a search for plausible folds, it is advantage-
ous to consider all structures, regardless of quality,
since there is often only one, low quality example
of a unique protein fold (e.g. phaseolin, PDB code
IPHS). However, when deriving parameters (see be-
low) it is better to use higher quality structures. For
this reason, a sub-database of 256 higher quality do-
mains was created, containing only those structures
determined by X-ray cystallography refined and of a
resolution of 2.5 A or better.

2.2 Predicted secondary structures

Multiple sequence alignments can provide much more
than a prediction of secondary structures. Gaps
within the alignment correspond quite accurately to
loops in the core structure common to the family
of proteins. Conservation of hydrophobicity or polar
properties can indicate those residues buried within
the core of the protein or exposed to solvent. Con-
servation of other residues, taken with knowledge of
the known function of the protein (e.g. from SDM or
other experiments) can suggest residues likely to be
near to each other in the native fold (e.g. within the
active site, or a binding site). In addition to predicted
secondary structures, any method to predict topology
ought to make use of such additional information to
restrict possible folds [21, 22,23].
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from our prediction of the src homology 2 (SH2) do-
main [17]. In addition to predicted secondary struc-
tures (type, minimum and maximum length), there
are restraints as to the minimum and maximum loop
lengths between secondary structures. Flom experi-
mental observations, and residue conservation, three
residues Arg 155, Arg 175 and His 20L appeared to
be involved in phosphotyrosine binding [24, 17] prior
to 3D structure determination. It is sensible to intro-
duce a weak distance restraint by requiring that the
coordinates corresponding to these positions be near
to each other in any predicted topology.

2.3 Experimental secondary structures

Secondary structures were calculated using the
method of Kabsch & Sander (DSSP) [25], and all 397
domains were split into separate helices and strands.
DSSP a and 3ro helix were considered to form a helix
(H) when a continuous run of more than four residues
had either of these conformations. DSSP p sheet and
B bridge were considered to form a strand (B) when
more than two residues had either of these conform-
ations. The remaining secondary structure classifica-
tions were defined as coil (-). For 3D structures con-
taining only Co coordinates, the method of Richards
& Kundrot (DEFINE) [26] was used to define helix
and strand. Residues assigned as B sheets by DEFINE
were defined as strand, DEFINE a or 31s helix were
defined as helix, and the remaining classifications as
coil. The length requirements for strand and helix
were as for DSSP assignments. 3D coordinates for
strands and helices were used to derive a set of axial
coordinates as described by Richards & Kundrot [26].
Ideal curves fitted through each secondary structure
element are used to provide a single axial coordinate
for each amino acid. To allow for variation in the
ends of secondary structure elements, axial coordin-
ates were calculated for 20 additional residue positions
in the direction of their N- and C- terminii. This
strategy provides axial coordinates in situations where
a query secondary structure element is longer than an
observed element, or where query elements hang over
the end of database elements (see below).

2.4 Matching secondary structure assign-
ments

The first stage of the mapping procedure involves
searching for a match of a predicted (or query) set
of secondary structure elements with known (or dota-
6cse) patterns of secondary structure elements. The
simplest procedure would be to look for all exact

matches (i.e. matches having the exact set of second-
ary structures in exactly the right order) of a query in
a database structure. Howevet, as said above, align-
ment of protein 3D structures often requires the in-
sertion/deletion of one or more secondary structural
elements. The similar 3D structures shown in Figure
1 provide an example. By representing each secondary
structure domain as either H (helix) or B (strand), the
structural alignment shown in Figure 1 can be writ-
ten:

Eaenocyanin BBBEBBBBB--BBBEB-BHBB
Ig donain BB----BBBBB-B---BB-BB

Despite the possibility for many other possible
matches of the Ig and haemocyanin secondary struc-
tures, the only structurally viable match is that shown
above, requiring the deletion ofthree secondary struc-
tures from the Ig domain and nine from the Haemo-
cyanin domain. Any method to search for possible
topologies for an arrangement of secondary struc-
tures should allow for the possibility of such inser-
tions/deletions.

A matching algorithm was developed to gener-
ate all possible alignments of query with experi-
mental secondary structural elements allowing for in-
sertions/deletions. A user supplied maximum number
of deletions from the query and database structures
is used with a recursive routine to find all matches
consistent with these parameters. Figure 3 shows a
skeleton code representation of the algorithm.

The first element in the query is passed along
the string of elements in the database structure un-
til a match is found. After a match has been found,
the routine is called again (i.e. it calls itself) with
the query and database elements one after (i.e. C-
terminal to) the position of the previous match. The
process is repeated until either query or database se-
quences have reached their end. Whenever a minimum
number of matches has been found, the match is saved.
Deletions in the database sequence are allowed impli-
citly by allowing the query element to match with any
database element after the last match. Deletions are
allowed in the query by attempting to delete every po-
sition at the start of each call of the recursive routine
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(see Figure 3).
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ture. For example, if only one deletion in the query
structure is allowed, a query secondary structure pat-
tern HHBBH would have 6 matches with a databa.se
secondary structure pattern HBBBH, which are rep-
resented by the following pairs of binary numbers:

EIBBH EBBBE
1  0 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 0 1
2  0 1 1 1 1  1 1 0 1 1
3  0 1 1 1 1  1 0 1 1 1
4  1 0 1 1 1  1 1 1 0 1
5  1 0 1 1 1  1 1 0 1 1
6  1 0 1 1 1  1 0 1 1 1

The matches are shown in the order in which they
are found by the algorithm. The binary representation
means that many matches of query to database can
be easily stored for further analysis (i.e. Filtering,
see below), and that simple bitwise tests (AND, OR,
exclusive OR, etc.) can be used for fast sorting and
filtering.

The method described here has advantages over al-
ternative matching methods, such as dynamic pro-
gramming or stochastic algorithms, since it easily
copes with subtle variations (or sub--optimal align-
ments). Since all matches of secondary structure cor-
respond directly to a 3D structure, it is important to
consider such subtle variations. For example, tu'o pos-
sible alignments between query and database might be
represented as:

Alignnent 1 Alignnent 2

Query BBEBB--BE-- BBEBBB--E--
Database -BEBBBEBEBB -BEBBBEBEBB

The difference between the two alignments when
displayed in a one-dimensional form is marginal.
However, a consideration of the two alternative 3D
structures might show one to have an isolated p strand
(i.e. not properly hydrogen bonded), making it a non-
sensical match. If such possibilities are to be con-
sidered further. then the method must allow for such
subtle variations.

The matching method ha-. some computational re-
strictions, since some comparisons can lead to a huge
number of possibilities (e.g. 7 predicted strands
matching to 20 observed strands). Provided that the
number of deletions in the query structure is kept to
a minimum, then the number of matches which need
to be considered can be easily kept below 1 000 000.
Since the object of this method is to detect plausible
arrangements of a query set of secondary structures
in a database of known 3D structure, it is not prac-
tical to allow large numbers of deletions in the query
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the text

For speed and efficiency, matches between query
and database are stored in a binary format. Two bin-
ary numbers describe each match: one for the query
and one for the database structure. Each secondary
structure element, in both query and database pat-
terns, is represented by a single bit: I indicates that
the element is considered in the match.0 that it is not.
Por each match, the pair of binary numbers will have
the same number of ls, and an alignment of secondary
structure elements can be obtained by matching the
ith included query secondary structure (i.e. bit set
to 1) with the fth included database secondary struc-
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(say more than a third of the elements in the pattern).
Deleting too much of the query pattern defeats the ob-
ject of a search. On the other hand, it is advantage-
ous to allow for numerous deletions from the database
structure, since this allows for large insertions (even
those containing several secondary structures) to be
tolerated during the alignment of query and database
structures. The number of initial matches is also kept
to a minimum by the use of a database of domains
rather than whole 3D structures (i.e. the average data-
base domain size is kept to a minimum).

2.5 Filters

The routine described in the previous section will re-
turn all possible matches of a query to a database al-
lowing for a particular number of deletions. However,
many of these will be nonsensical, since they will con-
sist of uncompact structures (e.g. separate parts of
a larger structure), or will have secondary structures
too far away from any others to form a sensible fold.
In addition, some matches may not agree with exper-
imental information for the protein. For example, the
orientation of secondary structures may prevent the
formation of disulphide bridges, or of active/binding
sites. Nonsensical matches and those not satisfying
any imposed experimental restraints are removed by
a series of filters discussed below.

2.A Compactness

To remove grossly uncompact structures, a coarse fil-
ter is applied based on radius of gyration (Rr).

where n is the number of secondary structures in
the match, rq is the molecular weight of the ith sec-
ondary structure, r-i is the vector describing he posi
tion of the centre of mass for the ith secondary struc-
ture, and R-o is the centre of mass for the entire match.

An analysis of high quality domains shows that .Ro
obeys the equation:

Rs  <2 .36L0 '366+  1 .00

where .L is the total length of the domain (in
residues). Any matches having an R, greater than
this ideal value are ignored.

Since matches contain only secondary structural
elements and lack any loops, an approximation of the

loops is obtained by considering those loops in the
database structure immediately C-terminal to each
matched secondary structural element.

2.7 Variation in secondary structure
lengths and positions

The variation in the secondary structures of a fam-
ily of homologous proteins suggests that even the best
secondary structure predictions fail to predict the pre-
cise startsfends of secondary structures within a prG-
tein family [5]. In addition, proteins having similar
3D structures in the absence of any sequence sim-
ilarity may have secondary structures of very differ-
ent lengths. Thus even if query and database exper-
imental structures are matched conectly, the precise
positions of individual residues in the query sequence
(i.e., when mapped on to the database structure) can
not be known. It is therefore necessary to allow for a
range of possible positions of a query residue within a
database secondary structure when imposing a filter
based on distance restraints.

A range of possible database positions are defined
for any sequence position on on the query. Given a
residue position r on a predicted secondary structure,
and a minimum and maximum length (in residues) for
that secondary structure (.L-;,. and L^or, a range of
values or positions of e can be determined by using the
matched database secondary structure length (Loa"),

trmin = minimum of (.Lo6, - L^or,0 - h) + c
xmox = maximum of (.Lo6, - L^in t h,0) + c

where h is an 'overhang' value, or the number of
residues in the query secondary structure allowed to
hang off either the N- or C- terminii of the database
secondary structure (set to 2). Any query position c
can have database positions between x,,,i,,- and o,,,.at
(between -20 and Loa,* 20), and these positions cor-
respond directly to axial positions within the data-
base 3D structure. For example, if h = 2, t = 4,
Lobs = 8, L^in = 7, and L^o, = 10, then the the
fourth position in the predicted secondary structure
can be anywhere within positions 2 and 6 of the ob-
served secondary structure. Large differences between
predicted and observed lengths lead to greater flexib-
ility in the possible positions. For example, if h = 2,
r = 4, Lobs = 15, L^;n = 5, and Lrno, = 7' then the
range of values is between 2 and 14. To allorv max-
imum leniency, the minimum distance between two
positions (c1 and r2), found by considering all com-
binations of both ranges, is used during filters using
distance restraints (see Loop and Distance filtering be-
low).

30?
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2.8 Loops between adjacent secondary
structures

Secondary structure predictions, whether for a single
sequence or a family, provide information as to the loc-
ation of loops within the tertiary structure. Allowing
for variation in the ends of secondary structures, and
for different sequence lengths within loop or turn re-
gions arnong a family of protein sequences means that
one can assign a minimum and a maximum coil length
to link the end ofone predicted secondary structure to
the start of another (lhe end-to-starl distance). Ana-
lysis of the database of high quality domains shows
that the manimum inter-molecular protein distance,
D, that can be crossed by a number of residues, N is
approximately:

D  _ 2 . 5 N  + 4 . 0  A

For example, 3 residues can only bridge a distance
of n: 1"1.5 A, whereas 10 residues can bridge distances
up to nr 29 4,. The minimum number of residues
thought to connect any two predicted secondary struc-
tures thus places restrictions on the topologies allowed
in the form of distance restraints. In order for a
match of predicted and database secondary structures
to be a plausible fold, adjacent predicted secondary
structures matched to database structures must have
enough residues to cross the minimum end-to-start
distance. Any matches with adjacent secondary struc-
tures in orientations with end-to-start distances that
are too long for the minimum predicted loop length
are ignored.

2.9 B sheets with poor hydrogen bonds

When a match of predicted and database secondary
structure includes B strands, it is necessary to en-
sure that no B strands lack hydrogen bonding part-
ners. An analysis of Co - Co contacts within strands
in the high quality domains shows that all d strands
of length .L have at least L + 2 Co - Co contacts less
than 6 A with other B strands. Matches having any
B strands with fewer than tr * 2 such contacts are ig-
nored.

2.10 Essential secondary structures

Apart from a prediction of secondary structure ele-
ments, sequence analyses and other biochemical stud-
ies provide further restraints on the possible folds for
a particular structure. For example, SDM experi-
ments may provide the location of active site or other

residues important to the function of the protein. If
query to database matches are found that lack the sec-
ondary element containing such a residue, then they
may be ignored. In addition, many secondarv struc-
ture prediction methods assign difierent levels of con-
fidence to different regions of a prediction [17, 27,28].
If particular secondary structure elements are strongly
predicted, then one may wish to remove matches lack-
ing such elements.

A filter can be applied to remove all those matches
lacking essential secondary structure elements. For
example, the pattern shown in Figure 2 has two .de-

Ietable' secondary structures (elements 1 and O); the
rest (2,3,4,5 and 7) are deemed essential. Elements
3,4,5 and 7 were strongly predicted, and elements 2,8
and 5 contain residues that were thought to be in-
volved in phosphotyrosine binding.

z.LL Distance restraints

Biochemical studies done prior to experimental 3D
structure determination can also suggest residues
likely to be close together in space. SDM may sug-
gest residues that act together in the active/binding
site. For proteins containing disulphide bonds. the di-
sulphide bonding pattern may be known, since this
is often determined during protein sequencing experi-
ments. Such distance restraints can be used as another
filter; any matches between query and database with
matched secondary structures not capable of satisfy-
ing such restraints are ignored.

Using the minimum and maximum positions values
for two residues c1 and c2 as describe above, matches
can be filtered by only accepting those having a:iial
positions within a specified cutoff. Analysis of several
disulphide containing proteins of known 3D srructure
shows that axial positions for the cysteine residues in-
volved are within nz 9.5 A (results not shown). Act-
ive site residues are less constraining. typicalll. har-ing
axial coordinates within p 12 A (results not shown).
Thus, for the pattern shown in Figure 2, the residues
thought to be involved in phosphate binding are re-
stricted to have axial positions within 12 A.

2.L2 Fbom mapping to modell ing

If a query secondary structure prediction patt.ern pro-
duces a set of possible alternative topologie. then
the next step is to select the best possible template
for homology modelling. For small numbers of t,o-
pologies, this can be done quite easily by e1.e. since
the restraints used to filter the matches car leave
impossible structures (e.g. requiring loops rhrough
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secondary structures, having active site residues in
implausible orientations, etc.). Once obviously bad
matches have been removed, an alignment of query
to database may be obtained by a restrained thread_
ing algorithm, which gets the best match between se-
quence and structure, but does not violate any of the
restraints discussed above, and ensures correct match-
ing of query and database secondary structures. A
method to obtain such alignments is being developed.

2.13 Program details

The program to perform the above matching and
filtering was written in C and developed on 

" 
Sun

SPARCstation ELC. The program has not yet been
optomised for speed. Loading the database of 3gZ
structures takes 15 minutes of CpU time, and com_
paring the pattern shown in Figure 2 to the database,
allowing for 2 deletions from the query and an unlim_
ited number of deletions from the database structures,
takes approximately 5 minutes of CpU time on a Sun
SPARCstation ELC.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Search with the SH2 domain

To give a preliminary demonstration of the method,
the prediction pattern shown in Figure I was com-
pared to the database of 39T domains, and passed
through the six filters discussed above. Figure 4 shows
how the number of matches dropped during the var!
ous filtering stages. Allowing for 2 deletions in the
predicted secondary structure and an unlimited num-
ber of deletions in any database structure, comparison
of secondary structure assignments gave b04 406 ini-
tial matches. The coarse radius of gyration filter and
loop filtering bring this number down by a factor of ten
to 68 410 compact matches. Removing those matches
with poor B sheet bonding leaves only 8 622. Requir-
ing elements 2,3,4,5 and Z to be in any match leaves
only 768, of which only 50 satisfy the three distance
restraints. Removing those remaining matches con-
tained entirely within another (i.e. redundant) left 37
matches, and only 34 of these were found to be unique
when investigated using a protein structure compar-
ison algorithm [13] (i.e. repeated folds were removed).

The 34 final structures rffere investigated using mo.
lecular graphics, and the TOPS pfogram [29]. Of the
remaining 34, 2I had bad p sheet topologies, where
adjacent predicted strands were parallel (i.e. loops
were required to cross the entire domain). Removing

these left only 13 possible topologies, of which 7 con-
tained a single p sheet and 6 contained two B sheets.
These final matches are shown as topology diagrams
in Figure 5. Among the 13 matches remaining is the
portion of the structure of the E. coli biotin operon
protein (BirA) that is known to be similar to the SH2
domain [14]. Also in the list are other possible topolo
gies consistent with the restraints given, such as por-
tions of malate and lactate dehydrogen&se, or gluta-
thione reductase. If such alternative topologies are
available for proteins of unknown structure, they can
be investigated using molecular graphics, or tested by
experiment, such as site-directed mutagenesis, or even
used for molecular replacement models during molecu-
lar replacement.

Figure 4 How the number of matches decreases as the
filters are apphed during a eearch wrth the SH2 domarn
(Frgure 2)

l'anous

Parrern

3.2 Using the method

In practice the method described here is used iterat_
ively. One must try searches with a particular set of
restraints, and then relax or tighten these restraints
depending on the matches obtained. If one is uncer-
tain as to whether particular elements are helices or
strands, then multiple searches can be performed. and
the results compared. In this way, the matches fourid
can be used to modify the secondary structure assign-
ment.

xt22 
76r s 37 !_<

_
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3.3 Future developments

A method for automating the filtering done above by
eye based on bad p sheet topology is under develop-
ment. By analysis of known protein 3D structural
domains, a ranking system is being developed based
on how well members in a list of topologies meet gen-
eral topological requirements. For example, structures
having many secondary structures adjacent on the se.
quence and parallel in the 3D structure can be con-
sidered poor, since_this is rare among known JD struc-
tural domains. ."

A method for obtaining the best alignment of pre.
dicted sequence to mapped structure is also under de-
velopment. By calculating the accessibility of residues
within each match, the best alignment can be obtained
by aligning predicted amphipathicty (i.e. conserved
hydrophobic, conserved charge, etc.) with observed
residue exposure/burial and by obeying any other re-
straints imposed on the match (i.e. disulphides, or
other distance restraints).

One Sheet

? q..q At* T *-9.-\ | q.H Id-y-a$xxv{V@f l4v-AxI
rD(r(r ao g-l9 

"r"rra* l* 

rnAo) 

|

r y  o * T F  r y
ffi-*rd$+ 64v{

Two Sheets

?q rvA eaflq 
-fu

hVA 6VA E\^X N
O 8  6 8  , - - o < o " - E d \

,r('.(. ,(tc) 
ucil(rt

94F 9q I rrenr
h 4A 6 YX o horbr
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Figure 5 TOPS [29] diagrama of the final 13 hite obtarned during
the eearch with the SH2 domain pattern. Numbera inside secondary
structuree are as for the predicted structures defined as Figure 2.

4 Conclusions

The method presented here is a potentially powerful
tool for protein structure prediction. Given a set of
secondary structures, the method quickly provides a
set of plausible folds that are both sensible structures,
and consistent with imposed experimental restraints.
The method promises to be an effective link between
secondary structure prediction, fold recognition and
homology modelling.
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